®

DUALIE 2AA ATEX
INTRINSICALLY SAFE, COMPACT
MULTI-FUNCTION FLASHLIGHT

ATEX and IECEx-rated for Category 1 (Zone 0) and Group IIC locations.
For use in places with an explosive gas atmosphere (other than mines
susceptible to firedamp) that is present continually or for longer periods.

Removable/reversible
belt/pocket clip

Simultaneous spot and
flood modes = 175 total lumens

Durable, non-conductive,
corrosion-proof polymer resin

Integrated magnet grabs onto steel
surfaces for hands-free use

Unbreakable polycarbonate lens
with scratch-resistant coating

Includes 2 “AA” alkaline batteries affordable and easy-to-find

Dual, independently operating
push-button switches for spot beam,
flood beam, or both beams
simultaneously

115
LUMENS

Easy to use with gloves

175

Flood light produces a soft, wide
beam to illuminate your work area

TOTAL LUMEN
OUTPUT

Three output modes: Spot, flood, both (spot and flood simultaneously):

IPX4 water-resistant; 2 meter impact resistance tested

- Spot: 115 lumens; 3,100 candela; 111m beam distance; runs 24 hours
- Flood: 115 lumens; 75 candela; 17m beam distance; runs 24 hours

Operating temperature: -20°F to 130°F.
(To maintain hazardous locations rating: -20°C to 40°C)

- Simultaneous spot beam and flood beam: 175 lumens; runs 15 hours
Spot beam utilizes smooth parabolic reflector for tight beam with optimum
peripheral illumination

II 1G Ex ia op is IIC T3/T4 Ga; FTZU 16ATEX0120X, IECEx FTZU 16.0022X

Flood beam produces a soft, wide beam to illuminate your work area

15.5 cm; 111g with AA alkaline batteries (included)

Spot and flood beams intersect for an uninterrupted light pattern to eliminate
blind spots

Limited Lifetime Warranty
Visit www.streamlight.com for full warranty information

One-handed operation of all lighting modes
Rocky stipple texture for a sure grip
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